
Audio Radio Transmissions: 

An audio copy of the radio transmissions pertaining to the arrest of Presley was 

obtained and reviewed. A copy of this audio will be included in the case file. 

Officer Bennett (squad 959) initially observes the stolen vehicle and begins to 

relay the license number, description of the vehicle and the direction of travel near the 

Broadway Avenue Bridge coming WB. He indicates that there is one white male 

occupant of the vehicle at the time. 

Officer Bennett does verbally indicate that the vehicle is trying to evade him and 

that he believes the party is going to attempt to flee. This however, apparently occurs 

prior to the activation of his emergency equipment because the evasive actions are not 

recorded on video. 

Other cars specifically squad 420 air that they are responding. 420 stating that 

they are coming from the station. However, there are multiple cars talking over one 

another and Officer Bennett and the transmissions are not clear. 

Summarized statement of Officer Bruce Johnson: 

Officer Bruce Johnson provided a statement in the IAU office on 4/5/2011. 

Officer Johnson states he was working 
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on 10/29/2010 starting at approximately 1600 hours. At that time he 

monitored a request by Officer Antaya of the Fourth Precinct for assistance in the area of 
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21st and Fremont North on a narcotics call. Officer Johnson states that as he has worked 

at the Fourth Precinct in the past, 

13.82 
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he responded to assist 13.43 - Personnel Data Upon arrival at the scene 

he found that Officer Antaya was Code 4 and that his assistance was not needed. He 

stated that he was returning to 13.43 when he heard Officer Bennett following 

a stolen vehicle WB on Broadway crossing the river bridge. 

Officer Johnson states he advised Dispatch that he would backup Officer Bennett 

and states he responded Code 3 EB on Broadway from Fremont Avenue to intercept with 

Officer Bennett. 

Officer Johnson states when he arrived at 2nd and Broadway he could see the 

suspect vehicle stopped and that he positioned his squad in front of the suspect vehicle to 

block it in. At this time Officer Johnson states he observed the suspect's hands sticking 

out of the driver's side window and he exited his squad. Officer Johnson states that he 

then observed Officer Bennett exiting his vehicle and the next thing he knew "I caught a 

flash out of the corner of my eye of something coming toward me." At this time he was 

attacked by the K9. Officer Johnson states that Officer Bennett came to his aid and 

pulled off the K9 after he had been bitten and the suspect at this time fled on foot. He 

states that he then got back in his vehicle and assisted Officer Bennett and the K9 in 

apprehending the suspect. 

Summarized statement of Officer John Bennett: 
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Officer Bennett provided a statement in the IAU office on 4/18/2011. Officer 

Bennett states that prior to giving the statement he had reviewed both his report and 

viewed a copy of the video of the incident. 

Officer Bennett states that he had made a split second decision to release his dog 

immediately thinking the suspect was going to run. He states that his dog "was on its 

way" prior to his realizing the suspect was surrendering (see page 2, line 43 Bennett's 

statement). 

Officer Bennett acknowledged that the release of his dog was a "poor decision" 

on his part (see page 3, line 23 Bennett's statement) and accepts responsibility for his 

actions. Officer Bennett expressed concerns regarding the injury to both Officer Johnson 

and the suspect. 

SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

Allegations 
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Allegation #2 
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It is alleged that Officer Bennett utilized poor judgment and discretion during the arrest 

of Dale Lee Presley on 10/29/2010 and that this in turn lead to injuries to Officer Bruce 

Johnson and the suspect Dale Lee Presley. If this allegation is found to be true the MPD 

Rule and Regulation would be: 

5-103 USE OF DISCRETION 

(A-D) 

The police profession is one that requires officers to use considerable judgment and 
discretion in the performance of their daily duties. Officers have a large body of 
knowledge from Department policies and procedures, training, their own professional 
police experience and the experiences of their fellow officers to guide them in exercising 
proper judgment and discretion in situations not specifically addressed by Department 
rules and regulations. In addition, officers must always adhere to the following principles 
in the course of their employment with the Minneapolis Police Department: 

POLICE ACTION — LEGALLY JUSTIFIED: Officers must act within the limits of their 
authority as defined by law and judicial interpretation, thereby ensuring that the 
constitutional rights of individuals and the public are protected. 

Summary of facts regarding allegation #2 

• As a result of the unnecessary release of his K9 by Officer Bennett, Officer 

Johnson was injured by the K9. 

• The need for Officer Bennett to disengage from the suspect Presley in order to 

control his K9 and remove him from Officer Johnson allowed the previously 

compliant suspect the opportunity to flee. 

• It then became necessary to utilize the K9 to apprehend Presley resulting in an 

injury to Presley that could have been avoided. 
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• Officer Bennett released his K9 into rush hour traffic, off lead, resulting in a 

potential hazard to the dog. 

• Release of the K9 to pursue the suspect Presley around a blind corner and out of 

Officer Bennett's line of sight could've clearly posed a hazard to any additional 

pedestrians who had been in the area adjacent to where the suspect was fleeing. 
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I confirm that the information I provided in this case is true to the best of my knowledge. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Sgt. R. Krebs 

Internal Affairs Unit 
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